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A graphic anthology of tales featuring collaborations between established writers and artists and

debut contributors, The Lovecraft Anthology showcases LovecraftÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s talent for the macabre.

From the insidious mutations of &#147;The Shadow over InnsmouthÃ¢â‚¬Â• to the mindbending

threat of &#147;The Call of Cthulhu,Ã¢â‚¬Â• this collection explores themes of insanity, inherited

guilt, and arcane ritual to startling effect.  Praise for The Lovecraft Anthology: Volume I:  "It's a rich

grab bag that brings the eerie and unspeakable to vivid graphic life, and both the newcomer and the

seasoned Lovecraft fan will not be disappointed." &#151;Publishers Weekly  "When a graphic novel

comes along representing some of LovecraftÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s greatest tales, it has a lot to live up to.

IÃ¢â‚¬â„¢m happy to say that the graphic novel compilation The Lovecraft Anthology, Vol. 1

provides the goods." &#151;GeekDad.com  &#147;The Lovecraft Anthology is a wonderful

adaptation and tribute to Lovecraft, and you can tell Lockwood is a fan of these stories.Ã¢â‚¬Â•

&#151;Kirkus Reviews online  &#147;For the reader who wants to find out what Lovecraft is all

about . . . The Lovecraft Anthology is a fitting primer.Ã¢â‚¬Â• &#151;Campus Circle.com
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H. P. Lovecraft (1890Ã¢â‚¬â€œ1937) was an author of horror, fantasy, and science fiction. He is

now regarded as one of the most influential horror writers of the 20th century.



Most of the art in this first volume almost appears as if it is poking fun of Lovecraft's stories. The art

does not fit the genre content. A huge disappointment. Volume two of this series is far superior and I

have been searching for graphic versions of Lovecraft's stories for a while. This one was a

disappointment like most of the others. The best adaptation is definitely "Dagon" for the unique art

and water color that really expressed the poignancy of the horror and dread that short and simple

tale contains. I was so disappointed with the adaptation of "The Colour Out of Space", to this day I

still have not found an illustrated version of the story that does the original any justice, but perhaps

that is an impossible task. I would skip this volume and go straight to volume 2 which has far

superior art and story adaptations.

I found the art good and within keeping of Lovecraft. Definitely happy to add this to my collection.

While i own the written stories, it is refreshing to have art to add to it.Only reason it doesnt get a

perfect score is that I figured it would have more length.

Beautiful artwork and a unique gift for fans.

Nice, distinctive artwork...good adaptations. Stories are not too long, so can be read and enjoyed

fairly quickly.Liked it so much I bought Volume 2, which was also good.I have several graphic

adaptations of "Shadow Over Innsmouth", and it is a pleasure to see the artists' different

interpretations.

As a big Lovecraft fan I'm a bit disappointed in the story adaptation. Each is only a few pages long

rushing the entire experience. It could have benefited from using more of Lovecraft's text.

Im a fan of the Cthulhu mythos and this is an excelent item to add to my collection

My son recently discovered Lovecraft. As he's also a huge graphic novel lover, this book seemed a

good addition to his collection. He loves it and has been sharing it with friends who aren't as tolerant

of Lovecraft's purple prose and racialism.

The art work is fantastic! Great selection on the stories that are showcased in the graphic novel.it's

a great addition to anyone who collects Lovecraft lore.
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